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I chose to do the National History Day project over Operation Cowboy. I knew I wanted to do something horse related when I learned about the project and I found that many people were not aware of this event in history. After debating between this topic and various other equine-related events, I chose operation cowboy because it seemed to best fit the theme. I started my research with a book, *The Perfect Horse*, by Elizabeth Letts. It had the most detailed account of what happened. I had read the book before but I read it again to mark important details and events as well as to refresh my memory. I then turned to online sources. Unfortunately, not a lot of information exists about this topic so some extra research was required. I started coming across news articles that were very helpful and photographs from the event. Finding an interview was also a struggle. I made was able to contact the author of *The Perfect Horse*, Elizabeth Letts, but she was on tour for a new book she is writing. She was able to connect me with someone whose father had been on the mission. Maureen Quinlivian-Nolen was very helpful and agreed to answer my questions. We emailed a couple times before she emailed me her response to my questions. She was also able to provide a picture of her and a picture of her dad. After the majority of my research was done I realized I needed to finalize my decision on what form of presentation I would choose. I chose to do a documentary because aside from horses, film editing is a major interest in mine. Proceeding with a documentary allowed me to do a video project about horses, which combined my two biggest interests. I was also able to find lots of photographs and usable video footage which would have impacted my decision.

Operation Cowboy strongly relates to the theme: Triumph and Tragedy. Operation Cowboy allowed American Soldiers to save hundreds of priceless horses. The Horses would have most likely been killed and eaten if the American Army had not been able to save them. This can be seen as a triumph. Unfortunately, many of these horses were stolen from their home countries and would never return because it was too dangerous. This side of the story can be viewed as a tragedy.
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